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CHAIR’S FOREWORD
Kate Lampard CBE
Chair of Trustees

Our overall aim is to reduce gambling-related harms in 
Britain. We hope to achieve this by broadening public 
understanding of gambling-related harms, in particular as a 
public health issue; advancing the cause of harm prevention so 
as to help build resilience, in particular in relation to the young and 
those most vulnerable to gambling-related harms; and, helping those who 
experience gambling-related harms get the support that they need quickly and effectively.

In November 2016, trustees published a five-year strategy. We have reiterated our strategic priorities for 
funding research, education and treatment (RET) with the publication of a two-year delivery plan in July 
2018. The purpose of this document is to review the work of the charity in the 12 months to 31 March 2018.

In Britain, it is estimated that 430,000 people have a gambling problem and another 2 million are at risk 
of developing one. This is a public health issue that requires a broad array of organisations to work 
collaboratively to help reduce gambling-related harms. The fact that fewer than 2 per cent of problem 
gamblers are receiving treatment represents a significant gap in the provision of specialist services. 

The Gambling Commission reports that 370,000 11 to 16-year-old children gamble with their own money, and 
25,000 are problem gamblers. 10% of 11 to 16-year-old children ‘follow’ gambling companies on social media. 
There is a need for significant investment in education and harm prevention activity, particularly in relation 
to children and young people. In the meantime, trustees have made clear that in the absence of evidence of 
harm to children and young people it is right to apply the precautionary principle.

We welcome the Gambling Commission’s review of the current arrangements for RET funding. We hope it  
will lead to an increased and more reliable source of funding for our commissioning of the core elements  
of the National Responsible Gambling Strategy, and will allow for additional, innovative contributions  
from other third sector and government bodies. 

Our priority is to ensure that sufficient core funding is raised through the current voluntary system and  
is strategically allocated in accordance with the priorities set by the Gambling Commission, as advised 
by the Responsible Gambling Strategy Board. In the 12 months to 31 March 2018, GambleAware raised 
£9.5 million in donations and received £5 million in regulatory settlements. This has allowed us to  
spend £8.3 million for a second consecutive year. Over the next two years we plan to double our  
annual funding for RET. This assumes that we will receive a minimum of £10 million in voluntary 
donations in the current year (2018/19).

We would welcome additional funding towards RET as a whole, and we are excited by the prospect 
of working alongside, and in collaboration with, the multiple organisations it will take to deliver 
this at greater scale. However, our essential task is to ensure the core requirement is delivered, 
and to set the standard for quality across all three areas of RET. 

In the last two years, we have demonstrated our independence, strengthened governance 
arrangements, increased capacity, and sharpened our focus. We now have a solid 
foundation to deliver our commissioning plans more efficiently and more effectively. 
The goal is to close the gap between the number of those getting treatment and those 
who need it by increasing the range, quality and quantity of early interventions and 
treatment, and by preventing people from getting into difficulty in the first place.



The estimated number of alcohol-dependent adults in 
England potentially in need of specialist assessment 
and treatment is estimated to be around 595,000, 
equivalent to 1.4% of the 18+ population. This 
compares to an estimated 300,000 problem gamblers 
in England, equivalent to 0.7% of the 16+ population. 
Of the 595,000 alcohol-dependent adults in England, 
just 80,000, or 13%, are receiving treatment, funded by 
the state. 

Research published by Public Health England reports 
that not all of those who could potentially benefit will 
necessarily seek treatment or perceive the need for it, 
and further, some will remit from alcohol dependence 
without formal intervention1. We understand this to be 
generally similar for problem gamblers.

The same research says it is necessary to establish an 
indication of the proportion who might be amenable 
to treatment at a given time and to scale service 
provision accordingly. The suggested ‘rule of thumb’ in 
England is that there should be sufficient capacity for 
15% of the prevalent alcohol-dependent population.

On this basis, the fact that the treatment services 
currently funded by GambleAware reach less than 2% 
of the prevalent problem gambling population across 
Britain serves to illustrate the potential gap in service 
provision.

1 Pryce et al. (2017): 
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.693546!/file/Estimates_of_
Alcohol_Dependence_in_England_based_on_APMS_2014.pdf

WHAT MIGHT BE THE GAP  
IN TREATMENT SERVICES? 
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ABOUT GAMBLEAWARE
GambleAware is an independent charity tasked to fund research, education and treatment 
services to help to reduce gambling-related harms in Great Britain.  

Guided by the National Responsible Gambling Strategy, the charity’s strategic aim is to broaden public 
understanding of gambling-related harms and to advance the cause of harm prevention and to help those that 
do develop problems get the support that they need quickly and effectively.

The current National Responsible Gambling Strategy was published in April 2016 by the Responsible Gambling 
Strategy Board (RGSB) and endorsed by the Gambling Commission. GambleAware is a commissioning and 
grant-making body, not a provider of services. GambleAware develops its commissioning plans in collaboration 
with the RGSB and the Gambling Commission. These arrangements are underpinned by an ‘assurance and 
governance framework’ published in August 2012. 

In July 2018, GambleAware published its Strategic Delivery Plan setting out how the charity proposes to 
broaden the range of services and activities it funds, supports and works with between 2018 and 2020.
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VISION, MISSION & VALUES

VISION Our vision is that fewer people in Britain suffer from gambling-related 
harms.

MISSION We work to achieve our vision by making it our mission to:

• Broaden public understanding of gambling-related harms, in particular as a 
public health issue;

• Advance the cause of harm prevention so as to help build resilience, in particular 
in relation to the young and those most vulnerable to gambling-related harms; and

• Help those who do develop gambling-related harms get the support that they 
need quickly and effectively.

We aim to deliver our mission by working to become the primary 
national ‘knowledge hub’ in relation to gambling-related harms, and an 
independent thought-leader and trusted expert, using evidence to speak 
truth to power, and giving voice to lived experience. Specifically, we will:

• Invest in research that makes a positive and practical difference to reducing 
gambling-related harms in Britain;

• Invest in education, prevention and the most effective interventions to reduce 
gambling-related harms in Britain within the resources available;

• Provide information and advice about the nature of gambling, the risks associated 
and where to go for help if needed;

• Reach out to vulnerable groups and communities to reduce the risk of gambling-
related harms;

• Work in partnership with other organisations, agencies and experts to help reduce 
the risk of gambling-related harms;

• Contribute to the development of public policy and raise awareness of the 
challenges of reducing gambling-related harms.

VALUES Our values guide our behaviour and shape everything we do.  
We are committed to:

• Act with integrity – we will always seek to behave with honesty, fairness and 
decency;

• Be evidence-based – in the absence of evidence we will apply the precautionary 
principle when appropriate to fulfil our charitable purpose;

• Maximise impact and value for money – we will always seek to work positively 
and strategically with stakeholders to maximise impact and value for money.

about.gambleaware.org 2



RESEARCH EDUCATION TREATMENT

GambleAware broadens the 

understanding of gambling-related 

harms as a public health issue, and 

improves our knowledge of what 

works in prevention, education and 

treatment.

GambleAware aims to improve the 

evidence base around ‘what works’ 

in terms of understanding the 

nature and impacts of gambling, 

prevention of gambling-related 

harms, and provision of effective 

services. In so doing, we wish to 

continue the shift of focus beyond 

the individual to include products 

and the broader gambling 

environment, in line with a public 

health approach.

GambleAware’s research activity 

is guided by the Responsible 

Gambling Strategy Board Research 

Programme, and supports the 

National Responsible Gambling 

Strategy. Its independence 

is ensured by the Research 

Governance and Commissioning 

Procedure agreed with the 

Gambling Commission.

Commissioned research is 

peer-reviewed by international 

academic experts and published 

via the GambleAware website. 

We follow Research Council 

policy regarding research ethics, 

encouraging and funding open 

access publication in academic 

journals and data reuse.

GambleAware is committed to 

working in partnership with 

public health bodies in England, 

Scotland and Wales, NHS 

Foundation Trusts, and regional 

and local health commissioning 

agencies to raise awareness of 

gambling-related harms as a 

public health issue.

GambleAware seeks to 

increase public awareness of 

BeGambleAware.org and to 

ensure the website is a highly 

effective source of advice about 

safer gambling for the general 

public and a signpost to services 

for those suffering gambling-

related harms.

GambleAware aims to become 

a trusted source of knowledge 

and resources to support others 

to identify, signpost and address 

gambling-related harms.

GambleAware is committed to 

working with other organisations 

well placed to respond to  

gambling-related harms. This 

includes GP practices, advice 

agencies, debt advisers and 

mental health services, as well as 

prisons, the military, professional 

sports bodies and young people, 

and other vulnerable groups.

 

GambleAware aims to help 

gamblers who develop problems 

to get prompt access to effective 

support to meet their needs.

GambleAware commissions a 

national treatment service for 

problem gambling. This provides 

a range of interventions across 

England, Scotland and Wales, 

free at the point of delivery. 

Telephone support is available via 

the National Gambling Helpline 

which is also able to direct people 

to local services provided by 

GamCare and its partner network, 

by Gordon Moody Association 

and by Central and North West 

London NHS Foundation Trust. 

Services provide a mix of one-to-

one and group work, and include 

counselling and more intensive 

interventions. Where individuals 

are identified as needing treatment 

for other conditions, such as poor 

mental health, they are referred to 

appropriate statutory services.

Outcome monitoring is undertaken 

to measure the effectiveness of 

services in supporting clients to 

achieve behavioural change. 

GambleAware is working to triple 

the number of problem gamblers 

accessing appropriate services, 

with a target of 25,000  

by 2021.

OUR CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES

Annual Review 2017/18
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The current National Responsible Gambling Strategy 
was published in April 2016 by the Responsible 
Gambling Strategy Board (RGSB) and endorsed by the 
Gambling Commission.   
 
The strategy has five priority objectives:  

To develop more effective harm-minimisation 
interventions, in particular through further 
experimentation and piloting of different 
approaches.

To improve treatment through better use of 
knowledge, data and evaluation.

To build a culture where new initiatives are 
routinely evaluated and findings put into 
practice.

To encourage a wider range of organisations 
in the public and private sector to accept their 
responsibility to tackle gambling-related harm.

To progress towards a better understanding of 
gambling-related harm and its measurement.

To achieve these objectives, the following twelve 
priority actions should be taken:

DELIVERING THE NATIONAL  
RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING 
STRATEGY 2016/19

1

2

3

4

5

Priority Action 1
Understanding and 

measuring harm

Priority Action 2
Engagement with relevant 

public sector bodies and 

agencies

Priority Action 3
Consolidating a culture of 

evaluation

Priority Action 4
Increased understanding 

of the effects of product 

characteristics and 

environment

Priority Action 5
Improving methods of 

identifying harmful play

Priority Action 6
Piloting interventions

Priority Action 7
Self-exclusion

Priority Action 8
Education to prevent 

gambling-related harm

Priority Action 9
Building the quality and 

capacity of treatment

Priority Action 10
Widening and 

strengthening the research 

field and improving 

knowledge exchange

Priority Action 11
Horizon scanning

Priority Action 12
Public engagement



GambleAware featured in 571 
reports across television, radio 
and online

Recruitment of Director 
of Commissioning 
(Treatment Services) and 
Director of Education

An increase in prompted brand 
awareness for GambleAware from 
30% in 2015 to 43% by 2017

Annual Review 2017/18
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Crystal Palace became our 
first partnership with a 
Premier League football club 

Raised £9.5 million in 
voluntary donations

Asked by Government to 
launch a £5-7 million  
Safer Gambling Campaign

Entirely independent 
board of trustees

HOW GAMBLEAWARE 
MADE A DIFFERENCE
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
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EDUCATION
£1,103,859   

13.3%

RESEARCH
£1,234,044   

14.9%

COST OF 
GENERATING 

FUNDS
£368,507

4.4%

TOTAL
 EXPENDITURE
£8,299,321

GambleAware distributes funds raised in accordance with the strategic direction provided by the National 
Responsible Gambling Strategy. 

Please note that GambleAware’s full financial statements are available on the Charity Commission’s website: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/charity-commission

Since 2012/13, GambleAware has doubled its level of expenditure:

£8,262,328 2016/17

2015/16 £6,350,697 

2014/15 £6,398,929 

2013/14 £4,619,949 

2012/13 £4,159,635  

TREATMENT
£5,592,911  

67.4%

£8,299,321 2017/18



2016/17 Impact Report
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GambleAware aims to broaden public understanding of gambling-related harms as a public 
health issue.

GambleAware commissions research to support the National Responsible Gambling Strategy. We provide 
evidence to inform effective public policy, education and treatment to prevent or reduce harms caused by 
gambling. 

Robust research governance arrangements ensure the independence of our research.

Gambling Commission
Develops policy and provides advice to DCMS 

which is informed by the projects undertaken 

within the Research Programme.

Responsible Gambling Strategy Board
Establishes and maintains the Research 

Programme, produces research briefs and 

sets research questions.

GambleAware
Develops a commissioning plan based  

on the Research Programme.

The Gambling Industry
Has no influence on the Research 

Programme, but does have responsibility 

for making data and other information 

available to researchers.

GC

RGSB

Gamble
Aware

The
Industry

RESEARCH & EVALUATION

The experience of gambling-related harms is influenced by factors at multiple levels, from the individual and 
their family and social networks, to communities and society. The research aims to understand factors at all of 
these levels, to inform interventions at all levels, in line with a public health approach.

Annual Review 2017/18

Source: http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PDF/Measuring-gambling-related-harms.pdf

Individual
Individual characteristics, 

life events, personal history 

and cognitive characteristics 

that influence the potential 

experience of harm.

For example: negative 

motivations for gambling, 

early gambling experiences, 

engagement in other risk 

behaviours that may  

increase the risk  

of harm.

Families and  
social networks
Factors within an  

individual’s closest 

relationships, such as 

family, partners and peers 

that influence experience 

of harm.

For example: cultures of 

gambling within family/

peer groups or poor 

social support that 

may increase the 

risk of harm.

Community
Characteristics of local 

areas and cultures within 

local spaces or broader 

social groups, like schools 

and workplaces, that may 

influence experience of harm.

For example: access and 

availablility of gambling 

locally, poor social/cultural 

capital or greater  

deprivation that may  

increase the risk of  

harm.

Societal
Policy and regulatory 

climates and associated 

corporate norms and 

practices that may 

influence the experience 

of harm.

For example: ineffective 

regulation, certain 

product characteristics, 

advertising environments 

or gambling availability 

that may increase the  

risk of harm.

The socio-ecological model for gambling-related harms
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Understanding 
and measuring 
harm   

The priority of the National Responsible Gambling Strategy and the Research 
Programme is understanding and measuring gambling-related harms. 

The Gambling Commission, RGSB and GambleAware published a framework for 
understanding gambling-related harms. This is a sea change in thinking about 
gambling as it recognises that gambling isn’t something that affects just a few 
individuals but extends far beyond them to affect their families, communities  
and society. 

The Definition
 
Gambling-related harms are the adverse impacts from gambling on the health and 
well-being of individuals, families, communities and society. 

The Framework

Source: http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/news-action-and-statistics/news/2018/Measuring-the-impact-
of-gambling-related-harms.aspx

Initiated:

• A comparable framework for children and young people is in development, as 
their experience of harms is different from adults, supported by Ipsos Mori. 

Relationships
  (e.g. partners,  
     families and friends,  
         community, etc.)

               Health         
    (e.g. physical health,        
            psychological  
      distress, mental  
        health, etc.)

Resources 
(e.g. work and employment, money 

and debt, crime, etc.)

Gambling- 
related harms
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Annual Review 2017/18

Increased 
understanding 
of the effects 
of product 
characteristics 
and environment  

The characteristics of products and gambling environment (e.g. casinos, bookmakers 
or online sites) interact with consumer vulnerabilities to influence how people gamble. 
After earlier programmes of research on machines and casinos, the focus moved to 
how gambling changes when it is online, because of the growth of the remote sector.  
 
Published:

• Getting grounded in problematic play: using digital grounded theory to 
understand problem gambling and harm-minimisation opportunities in remote 
gambling, Sophro and University of Lincoln. This report provided insight into how 
moving online can contribute to problem gambling by providing unlimited access to 
vast opportunities to gamble at any time and bet continuously. It provides new ideas 
to make remote gambling safer. 

• Analysis of play among British online gamblers on slots and other casino-style 
games, University of Liverpool. This found that as with offline play, most gambling 
is at a modest level but there are a significant number of customers who are heavy 
spenders. Heavy spending occurred over a sustained period, or in a short burst. 
This means operators and others need to address the risk of potentially severe 
harm as a result of play over only a few days. 

Next a large programme of research will, over a time, cover patterns of gambling 
across the entire industry. This will help to more precisely identify where risk lies, 
so policy-makers and industry know where to focus to make gambling products and 
environments safer to protect the vulnerable.

Laptops remain 
the most popular 
device for online 
gambling

50%

ONLINE GAMBLING BEHAVIOUR

Use of mobile 
phones has 
increased for 
gambling  
(39% in 2017)

10% FROM 2016

97%
of online gamblers 
play at home

Those aged 

under 35 
are more likely to 
gamble outside of 
the home

22%
of online gamblers 
aged 18-24 gamble 
at work



The average 
number of online 
accounts is 4

4

respondents 
had bet on 

eSports
(last 12 months)

6% of

1 in 4
online gamblers  
have bet in-play  
(last 4 weeks)

Source: Gambling Commission http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PDF/survey-data/
Gambling-participation-in-2017-behaviour-awareness-and-attitudes.pdf
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Improving 
methods of 
identifying 
harmful play 

The large amount of data in the remote sector provides new opportunities for 
operators to identify when people may be developing risky play.  
 
Published:

• Remote Gambling Research Phase II: using industry data and behavioural 
analytics to identify risky play, PwC. This research has informed the Remote 
Gambling Association good practice guidance and ongoing development of good 
practice by operators. 

Piloting 
interventions

Operators need to know how to make gambling safer for everyone, as well as effective 
action to take to stop risky or harmful play. Research is helping to define best practice 
and to develop and test innovative ways industry can reduce harm. 

Published:

• Developing gambling industry best practice for harm-minimisation Phase I.             
Collaborative Innovation: Identifying good practice and inspiring change, 
Revealing Reality. This report was produced in cooperation with industry across 
sectors and showed how culture change is needed so that safer gambling is at the 
heart of any gambling business.   

• A scoping investigation of eye-tracking in Electronic Gaming Machine play, 
Bangor University. This is the first study to use eye-tracking to improve 
understanding of how machine players pay attention to roulette and slot games. 
It can help optimise the timing, placement and content of harm-minimisation 
messaging. 

Commissioned: 

• Remote Gambling Research Phase III: developing and testing interventions, 
Behavioural Insights Team. This will provide evidence to inform best practice 
for the remote industry to engage with customers when they identify risky play, 
including providing principles, tools and resources to support execution. 

Initiated:

• Developing gambling industry best practice for harm-minimisation Phase II: 
developing, testing and evaluating three innovative interventions, Revealing 
Reality and Behavioural Insights Team. This will support the development of good 
practice for industry in the areas of product information, safer gambling messaging 
and staff training.



Education 
to prevent 
gambling-related 
harm 

Advertising and marketing impacts the public’s attitudes, perceptions and motivations 
for gambling and in this way has a general influence on gambling. Specific kinds of 
marketing can impact on vulnerable people. GambleAware provided rapid reviews: 

• Consideration of the impact of immediate calls to action within gambling advertising 

• Live odds in-sports betting and time limited special offers 

• Tipping point: When public opinion triggers changes to policy. 
 
Initiated:

• The effect of gambling marketing and advertising on children, young people and 
other vulnerable people, consortiums led by the University of Stirling and Ipsos 
MORI. This is to provide a much more nuanced understanding of which specific 
exposure, content and techniques in gambling marketing and advertising have the 
most effect on which vulnerable group. This is important so those aspects which 
pose the most risk can be addressed. The project is using innovative techniques 
to understand targeting of people based on their online behaviour and the role of 
social networks.

Annual Review 2017/18

51% 
of people have seen 
a gambling advert on 
TV in the past week

7% FROM 2016
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51%

53% of gamblers 
have been prompted 
to gamble by adverts

-6% FROM 2016

20% of gamblers  
like gambling companies 
on Facebook

-3% FROM 2016

12% of gamblers follow 
gambling companies  
on Twitter

Source: Gambling Commission -  
http://www.gamblingcommission.
gov.uk/PDF/survey-data/Gambling-
participation-in-2017-behaviour-
awareness-and-attitudes.pdf
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Building the 
quality and 
capacity of 
treatment

A stream of research is supporting improvement and expansion of treatment.  
 
Initiated:

• Systematic review of effective treatment for gambling problems, University 
of Huddersfield and Flinders University. This will look across published and 
grey literature and include brief to extended interventions, with an emphasis on 
recovery-orientated approaches and innovative use of technology, to inform the 
development of gambling treatment. 

 
Projects are being developed to assess the needs for treatment, in relation to current 
demand and supply, and to evaluate the treatment services currently provided. 

Widening and 
strengthening 
the research 
field and 
improving 
knowledge 
exchange 

GambleAware provided funds for PhD students to build research capacity in gambling 
studies: 

• The role of neuromodulation, cognitive processing and behavioural inhibition in 
problem gambling 

• Problem gambling and family violence - A life course analysis 

• Gambling on civvy street: Assessing the impact of gambling-related problems on UK 
armed forces veterans and their families

• Impact of social media upon gambling behaviour.

Self-exclusion Following from small scale evaluations, we are now embarking on evaluation of all 
Multi-Operator Self-Exclusion Schemes, which will give a better understanding of 
people’s experiences of using the schemes and the role self-exclusion plays in  
helping to manage difficulties with gambling.

GambleAware was pleased to fund a new 
PhD student, Scott Houghton at Northumbria 
University, with a supervisor – Richard Cutter  
– whose PhD was also funded by 
GambleAware.  
 
This shows how investment in PHDs can  
build centres with an interest in gambling 
studies. The new PhD will assess the impact 
of social media upon gambling behaviour  
and the potential for social media to be  
used to promote positive gambling 
behavioural changes.

6%

Source: Gambling Commission -  
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PDF/survey-data/Gambling-
participation-in-2017-behaviour-awareness-and-attitudes.pdf

59% Not aware 
of self-exclusion

35% Not 
self-excluded 
but aware

6%

Ever  
self-excluded
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GambleAware aims to promote education about gambling-related harms, in particular for 
young people and others who are vulnerable, and to support harm prevention services 
delivered by public and third sector organisations.

EDUCATION & HARM PREVENTION

Education 
to prevent 
gambling-related 
harm 

Youth Education

Fast Forward – A charity providing free training sessions on youth gambling and 
problem gambling for practitioners working with young people across Scotland.

The ‘Gambling Education Toolkit’ was launched online to enable professionals to 
access resources and to deliver education and prevention activities. The toolkit can 
be accessed via: infohub.gambleaware.org/resources 

Fast Forward focused particularly on engaging secondary school teachers through 
bespoke training. Despite challenges in the uptake, feedback from participating 
teachers was very positive. 

Demos – Launched the findings of a 2-year project developing a pilot education 
programme to teach children about the risks of gambling.

Lessons were taught to 650 14-year-old pupils across England as part of the PSHE 
curriculum. Over 12 months, Demos observed a statistically significant decline in the 
proportion of pupils playing cards for money and saw the most substantial changes in 
pupils being able to describe ways to help someone experiencing gambling problems. 
The results were submitted to government as part of a recent consultation on the 
content of PSHE lessons and the educational resources produced are available to 
download via: infohub.gambleaware.org/resources

Findings from the report include:

• Prior to starting the programme, just under 40% of pupils surveyed did not agree 
that gambling was dangerous

• 41% of students said they had participated in gambling within the last year

• The most common form of gambling amongst those surveyed was using money to 
place bets (21%), playing fruit machines (17%) and playing cards for money (14%)

• 14% of the pupils Demos surveyed had been taught about gambling in school before 
the pilot

• Over the 12 months, Demos observed a statistically significant decline in the 
proportion of pupils playing cards for money – with a net decline of 7% relative to 
the comparison group 

• There was a net 20% increase in the proportion of pupils at participating schools 
relative to the comparison school being able to describe ways to help someone 
experiencing gambling problems

• Demos also saw a net 18% increase in pupils feeling that they knew where to go to 
talk about gambling problems, an 11% increase in pupils able to describe delayed 
gratification, and a net 10% increase in pupils understanding the techniques used 
by the gambling industry to persuade people to gamble.

13 about.gambleaware.org
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YOUNG PEOPLE AND GAMBLING 2017 

Source: Gambling Commission - http://live-gamblecom.cloud.contensis.com/PDF/survey-data/Young-People-and-Gambling-2017-Report.pdf

Gambling participation

12%
have spent 
their own 
money on 
gambling 
in the past 
week

370K
Approx.

11-16 year
 olds

Past week gambling participation: trend

Most common past week gambling activities

15%
of boys

7%
of girls

2011       2012       2013       2014       2015       2016       2017

23% 18% 15% 16% 16%17%
12%

Fruit 
machines    

Private 
bets    

Scratch 
cards    

Playing 
cards       

Lotto

4% 3% 3% 2% 2%

Online gambling 

3% spend their 

Online gambling-style 
games 

own money on online 
gambling at least 
once a year

7% have used 
a parent’s account 
to gamble online

88% have done so 
with permission 

Of this 7% 

22% have done 
so without 
permission 

20%
of boys

3%
of girls

11%
have played 

online 
gambling-

style games

Social media 

10% follow gambling 
companies on social media

In-game items  
(in computer games/apps)

55%
not aware/don’t know 

45%
are aware of betting
with in-game items 

11%
have bet with 
in-game items 

Ever bet with in-game items:

Seen gambling advertising

25K
Approx.

problem 
gamblers

Problem gambling

1.3%
are at-risk gamblers

80%
on TV

12%
of boys

10%
of girls

70%
on social media

66%
on other 
websites

0.9%
are problem 
gamblers
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Evaluation of Demos and Fast Forward’s youth 
education projects by Richard Ives

The two projects aimed to test out different 
approaches to gambling harm prevention with young 
people in schools and informal education settings in 
England and Scotland.

• The projects enabled teachers and other youth 
practitioners to address gambling issues in the 
classroom and in other settings and the materials 
developed were appropriate, practical and generally 
well-received.

• Demos’ internal evaluation showed an improvement 
in pupils’ knowledge, skills and attitudes in relation 
to gambling.

“I genuinely liked the idea of them having to 
approach a difficult conversation with a friend 
and how to go about it, they enjoyed trying that.”  
Demos Attendee – Teacher

“I’d seen adverts for gambling, so I know how they 
advertised it. I didn’t really know much about 
how to help people like getting their mind off it 
or trying something else. I learnt lots of different 
ways to try and help someone.”  
Demos Attendee – Student

• Fast Forward’s evaluation reported positive 
responses from practitioners and young people.

“I feel that the toolkit would be useful to be 
available for high school teachers for Personal 
and Social Education. It would also be useful for 
teachers to recognise that young people may 
be susceptible to developing youth problem 
gambling or who already currently gamble, thus 
encouraging discussions with them on how to 
reduce or stop their gambling should they wish  
to do so.”  Fast Forward Attendee – Teacher

• One of the challenges of the work carried out by 
Fast Forward was encouraging schools to engage 
with the topic, due to time pressures and an 
already packed curriculum. Although this was not 
unexpected, it meant that styles of delivery had to 
be adapted to ensure reach of the programme could 
be maximised. Fast Forward delivered adapted 
training sessions, for example during ‘learning 
lunches’ and at after school twilight sessions. 

‘… the uptake from schools was lower than 
expected… staff didn’t have the capacity to 
include it in the already full curriculum.’  
Fast Forward Report

Future recommendations:

• GambleAware should continue to make the 
resources available, promote their use and support 
appropriate actions to sustain and develop their 
use, e.g. integrating training with other health and 
wellbeing issues and sharing and promoting best 
practice.

• Work is needed at the policy level: in schools, with 
local authorities, and nationally. There may be scope 
for working with relevant organisations and those 
concerned with teaching about money management 
to raise the profile of gambling education.
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Education 
to prevent 
gambling-
related harm

Armed Forces

EPIC Risk Management – Delivery of gambling-related harms reduction work across 
the armed forces, including awareness raising, support pathway signposting and 
establishment of support groups.

Outputs of the project include:

• Delivery of 26 individual training sessions reaching soldiers, airmen and airwomen 
from 32 different regiments, battalions, and squadrons across the UK, ranging from 
Yorkshire to Northern Ireland and comprehensively across the South of England 

• Following sessions, self-referrals from 55 soldiers were received by unit welfare staff

• Delivery of 2 comprehensive programmes with training units in England and Northern 
Ireland

• 720 serving military across the British Army and RAF engaging directly in the training

• Distribution of 1,000 leaflets

• 30 unit welfare officers engaged in training modules, enabling better understanding 
and identification of the issue and how to intervene more effectively with problematic 
gamblers in their units

• Initial engagement with army medical personnel and chain of command to build a 
sustainable annual training programme for all members of the British Armed Forces

• Assisting in the establishment of 3 support groups within garrison areas.

 
Criminal Justice

EPIC Risk Management – Delivery of a gambling-related harms reduction project, raising 
awareness both in prisons and across the wider criminal justice sector, providing a 
route into a pathway of treatment and support.

Outputs of the project include:

• Establishing a recognised programme across both private Sodexo and HMP Prisons in 
the North West of England

• Group gambling awareness sessions attended by 322 prisoners

• Training sessions completed by 260 operational staff, including all new recruits into 
Sodexo prisons

• Counselling treatment received by 30 prisoners within the prison environment 
through partnership work with Beacon Counselling Trust

• 14 service users attending treatment in the community directly resulting from EPIC’s 
work with the 4 community rehabilitation companies that Sodexo manage

• Requests from 27 prisoners for further conversations directly with an EPIC 
representative or prison officer

• 108 probation officers trained across Northumbria, Essex, Lancashire & Cumbria 
and South Yorkshire with comprehensive and anonymous data collected and 
independently reviewed – direct introductions made to treatment providers for those 
regions

• 13 successful family sessions conducted across 2 prisons in collaboration with 
restorative justice and family teams

• 6 documented cases where sessions and engagement have directly influenced parole 
hearings (leading to release) and re-categorisation through the prison system.
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Education 
to prevent 
gambling-
related harm

Workforce Development

Brief Intervention Guide - Addressing risk and harms related to gambling.

GambleAware has developed a guide aimed at professionals who are non-specialists 
in the treatment of problem gambling, but who work with potentially vulnerable groups. 
The guide provides an overview of brief intervention for gambling-related harms. 
It offers practical tips on identifying a problem, how to talk to someone about their 
gambling, offering immediate brief support and when to signpost to specialist services. 

The Brief Intervention Guide is available to download at:  
infohub.gambleaware.org/resources 

 
Debt Advice Training

GambleAware has delivered tailored gambling-related debt advice training to a number 
of organisations, including Money Advice Liaison Group, PayPlan and Shoosmiths 
LLP. This focused on training staff at all levels, and particularly those in customer 
contact roles, with information about the nature of gambling-related harms, training on 
screening and identification, practical tips on delivering very brief intervention and 
advice about how and where to signpost clients experiencing gambling-related harms 
for further help and support.

Newport Citizens Advice – Delivering training and awareness raising activities to 
frontline staff to improve identification and support for those experiencing gambling-
related harms. 

Newport Citizens Advice launched an e-learning training module for Citizens Advice 
staff: “Gambling-related harm: An introduction” and the publicly available toolkit in the 
Citizens Advice ‘Financial Skills for Life’ resource library.

Support for clients:

• 35 clients seen for 1-6 brief intervention sessions

• 332 clients offered information and brief advice 

• 239 professionals supported. 

Awareness and training:

• 42 events providing education and awareness 

• 51 training and workshops delivered to 700 attendees.
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PayPlan - Emma Gibbons, Vulnerable Client Manager:

“GambleAware and PayPlan have been working together  
for a number of years now. We find their training and 
subject matter expertise invaluable to helping to raise 
the profile of gambling-related harm among our advisers. 
We have clients who reach out to us with debts that are 
a direct result of gambling and GambleAware’s training 
helps us to spot the signs, to ask the right questions, 
as well as help our advisers to better understand and 
empathise with clients, allowing them to feel more 
comfortable in talking to us and ensuring we always  
get the best outcome for them.”

Newport Citizens Advice attendees:

“An opportunity to understand the scale 
of the problem and useful signposting. 

I will make customers aware of help 
available, very useful information to 

have accessible for customers.”

“Excellent presentation! Very 
professional and knowledgeable – thank 

you! I will review training material 
and incorporate aspects from the 
presentation. Thoroughly enjoyed 

the session.”
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Education 
to prevent 
gambling-
related harm

Sports Professionals

Professional Players Federation - Development of educational material aimed at 
reducing gambling-related harms for professional sports players, who are an ‘at-risk’ 
group.

The Professional Players Federation launched its well-received problem gambling 
education resource for athletes in December 2017. The launch at the GambleAware 
conference was covered by the national and regional media helping to further spread 
the message about problem gambling. The dedicated website, www.ppfpg.org.uk, offers 
compelling testimony and advice from both experts and sportsmen to help recognise 
and reduce the problems associated with gambling. The videos created are intended to 
be used as part of a group talk or as a standalone online resource.

 
Industry and Outreach

Betknowmore UK - Delivering industry training, an outreach and support programme 
and community engagement in Islington (London), providing support to 59 Licensed 
Betting Offices (LBO).

The ‘Don’t Gamble with Health’ project (running from October 2016 – March 2018) 
provided an innovative approach to reducing gambling-related harms within the 
Islington community. It has been described as a programme that could transform the 
whole approach to gambling harm from early identification through to treatment. This 
project was nominated for the Royal Society for Public Health’s ‘Health & Wellbeing’ 
Award – ‘Health on the High Street – 2018’.

Outputs of the project include:

• Setting up a rapid referral process, supporting 108 clients in total within a 48-hour 
window

• Providing tailored support plans to clients presenting with a range of complex needs

• A reduction in scores on the Problem Gambling Severity Index by an average of 17 
points for clients who had completed treatment

• 90+% positive outcomes achieved from 138 industry staff members attending 
workshops

• Regular checks into LBO and wider engagement with the local community and 
stakeholders.
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Understanding 
and measuring 
harm

Homelessness

University of Lincoln & NatCen - Development of tools to better identify and support 
individuals experiencing gambling-related problems in the homeless population.

Outputs of the project include:

• An information sheet to inform service providers around gambling behaviour

• The Lincoln Homelessness and Gambling Scale (L-HAGS) screening tool to aid in 
identification and recognition of gambling problems

• A resource sheet providing immediate support for the individual.

The tools are already being used by homeless services across the UK, helping to raise 
awareness and identify gambling problems. The full report and the resources are 
available via: infohub.gambleaware.org/resources

Public 
engagement

We operate the BeGambleAware.org website, which was launched early in 2017, 
following consultation with stakeholders. BeGambleAware.org is the most well-
recognised specialist website for those seeking advice about safer gambling behaviour 
or help in dealing with problem gambling in Great Britain.

2.7M website 
users 9,700 visitors  

a day

Betknowmore UK participants:

“It was great to hear first-hand experience. It allows me  
to get a deeper understanding of how a customer with a 
problem thinks, which will help me review policies and  
procedures from their point of view.”  Training Participant

“Staff were impressed with the practical approach and with the team’s  
knowledge of the industry. Sometimes you get a counsellor who has  
never seen inside of a betting shop and doesn’t really know what it’s like.  
This was very different. But it’s not just the training offered to our staff, it’s 
the support service behind it that is the most important part of it all. They  
can see people quickly, they can have those conversations in the right  
forums and in the right way.”  Head of Retail Compliance, Major Operator 

19 about.gambleaware.org
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GambleAware aims to help gamblers that 
develop problems to get the support and 
help they need quickly and effectively.

GambleAware funds the national problem gambling 
treatment service which seeks to ensure that people 
who need help because of problem gambling get 
the right support at the right time, in the way that an 
individual prefers to access it.

The national problem gambling treatment service 
brings together a National Gambling Helpline and 
a network of locally-based providers across Great 
Britain which works with partner agencies and people 
with lived experience to design and deliver a system 
which meets the needs of individuals.

This system delivers a range of treatment services, 
including brief intervention, counselling - delivered 
either face-to-face or online - residential programmes 
and psychiatrist-led care. In the 12 months to 31 
March 2018, the national problem gambling treatment 
service helped almost 8,800 people.

Making help easy to access
The National Gambling Helpline and its online 
equivalent Netline provide the easiest and quickest 
way for most people to be connected with the service 
that can best help them. Some people prefer to access 
all the help that they need via the Helpline and Netline, 
not least because they can be accessed remotely from 
8am to midnight, 7 days a week. 

A significant group of people with gambling problems 
is young men. This is a group that has proportionately 
less contact with the health service than the rest 
of the population, so it is important that people can 
self-refer into treatment and that this option is widely 
publicised. 

We also need to ensure that a wide range of support 
agencies are aware of the help that is available, so 
that they can signpost and refer people who come to 
them. Some of these people may be explicitly seeking 
help with problem gambling and some may initially 
approach for another reason. A key development 
objective is to assist such agencies to identify all 
who could potentially benefit from help with problem 
gambling. GambleAware will be promoting this via a 
mix of national and local initiatives which will start to 
roll out in 2018/19.

Getting the right help
In 2017/18, the national problem gambling treatment 
service worked with a team at Sheffield Hallam 
University to develop two system-wide screening 
tools. GambleAware Screening Tool – General 
(GAST-G) is a short version consisting of just 4 
questions and is being rolled-out to provide a 
consistent approach to the initial assessment of who 
might benefit from help. GambleAware Screening 
Tool – Specialist (GAST-S) is an extended version 
in development for use at the outset of treatment, 
and during it, to understand better the nature of the 
treatment that someone needs and how they are 
benefitting. This tool should measure the severity and 
complexity of the clients’ presenting problems, and as 
such act as a guide to the type of service from which 
they might benefit.

GambleAware has recently commissioned research 
intended to give us more information about the size of 
the treatment-ready population and its characteristics. 
In the meantime, the screening tools will play an 
important role in giving us a clearer sense of where 
it is most urgent to develop and expand treatment 
provision. 

Future plans
Plans are already in place to triple the number of 
treatment places in the three years to 2020/21 within 
existing budgets. GambleAware is also seeking 
to invest additional sums in the national problem 
gambling treatment service to improve provision in 
those geographical areas that are under-served and 
to expand the suite of treatment options. For this to 
happen, GambleAware will need donations to increase 
in line with the expenditure estimates published 
by the Gambling Commission in its review of RET 
arrangements in February 2018.

The pilot of the Mixed Model of Care successfully 
concluded in 2017/18 and the national problem 
gambling treatment service is now looking at how 
those lessons learned can be applied more widely. 
The pilot explored the integration of residential 
weekends and weekly group work within a single 
episode of care. Separate cohorts were run for men 
and women to provide a better understanding of 
gender differences in effective treatment. 

TREATMENT & SUPPORT
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The national problem gambling treatment service 
includes providers which focus on meeting the needs 
of people from the Chinese and Turkish communities. 
There is a need to look at how the service meets the 
needs of people from all ethnic backgrounds and 
with any protected characteristics as defined by the 
Equality Act 2010.

GambleAware funds a psychiatrist-led service 
provided by the Central and North-West London NHS 
Foundation Trust. In June 2018 the clinic celebrated 
10 years of helping people, during which time it has 
demonstrated what a valuable service it provides. 
We can also see that people who live outside London 
and the South East can have difficulty accessing the 
clinic, so we are looking at providing a similar service 
elsewhere. GambleAware is discussing with Leeds 
and York Partnership NHS Trust how a clinic could be 
established in Leeds.

The healthcare that is delivered by the national 
problem gambling treatment service needs to dovetail 
with the rest of healthcare that is delivered under the 
NHS if people who need help from different teams 
are to have care that is seamless. This is particularly 
true of primary care and mental health services. 
Supporting someone to stop problem gambling is 
likely to improve their mental health and vice versa. 
We know that there is a high level of suicidal ideation 
among people with gambling problems. Improving 
links between problem gambling services and mental 
health services can have an important role to play in 
suicide prevention.

Sustaining treatment gains
Achieving behavioural change as a result of treatment 
is only part of the story. Those short-term gains need 
to be sustained in the long term. Aftercare and mutual 
aid are important in helping people to prevent relapse, 
and if people should relapse, they can also help limit 
the extent of relapse and help ensure prompt return to 
treatment.

of population 
have gambled 
in the past year

OF GAMBLERS

National 
Lottery only

29%
things

71%

men aged 16-34
are at-risk

Source: Gambling Commission - http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PDF/Strategy-2018-2021.pdf  
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PROBLEM AND AT-RISK GAMBLING

0.8%
of respondents 
identified as 
problem gamblers

3.9%
of respondents 
identified as  
at-risk gamblers

58.3%
of respondents 
identified as non-
problem gamblers

37.0%
of respondents 
were non- 
gamblers

According to the full PGSI or DSM-IV screen According to the Combined 
Health Survey 2015

Source: Gambling Commission - http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/
PDF/survey-data/Gambling-participation-in-2017-behaviour-awareness-
and-attitudes.pdf 

Men and  
younger people 
are more likely to 
be categorised as 
problem gamblers

5.6%
of gamblers have 
felt guilty about 
their gambling

5.6%
of gamblers have 

bet more than 
they can afford  

to lose

3.3%
of gamblers have 
been criticised 

about their 
gambling or told 
that they have a 

gambling problem

!
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Building the 
quality and 
capacity of 
treatment

The National Gambling Helpline, delivered by GamCare, provides a multichannel, 
confidential help and listening service, information, assessment, and brief interventions, 
from 8am to midnight, 7 days a week. The service also offers a moderated online forum 
for problem gamblers, their family and friends, and an online chat room that provides 
moderated online discussion sessions. 

Building the 
quality and 
capacity of 
treatment

The community-based psychosocial interventions commissioned include up to 12 week/
sessions of psychosocial or counselling support. GamCare provides services in London 
and online, and fifteen ‘partners’ (the partners range from those comprising groups of 
independent counsellors to organisations which provide a variety of services, treating 
gambling problems in addition to other addictions or mental health problems) provide 
services across Britain.

29,889 Calls from problem gamblers 
and affected others answered 
by the National Gambling 
Helpline in 2017/18

70%

8,310 received treatment* for which 
there was an average wait of 

20 days

completion rate for those who engaged 
in treatment across the network

18-25
23%

UNDER 18
1%

26-35
38%

36-45
19%

46-55
12%

56-65
5%

66+
2%

Age of callers

* By Gamcare and partners
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GAMCARE PARTNER NETWORK

GamCare client:

Linda says: “I started gambling in my 30s, 
and before I knew it, I was preoccupied with gambling”.

Despite attempts to sort it out herself with the help of her husband  
she got further into trouble. She says: “I was at the point of taking my  
own life. It was at this point, after separating from my husband and moving  
into a rented room, that I contacted GamCare for help.”

Linda received face-to-face counselling from her local GamCare provider. 
She says: “Talking everything through with the GamCare practitioner helped me 
understand so much. 

My husband attended some of these sessions with me, so he could understand how  
to help me. We have now reconciled, and he has control of our finances. His love and  
support is invaluable to me. I have taken this all on board, and I’m in a far better place 
now – I’m emerging from the depths of depression, and it feels wonderful to live a life 
without any more secrets. I wouldn’t be here today if it wasn’t for GamCare – I urge anyone 
gambling compulsively to reach out for the help they need, before you reach a crisis point. 
GamCare provide excellent support for gamblers and their families, without passing any 
judgement.”

about.gambleaware.org
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Building the 
quality and 
capacity of 
treatment

CNWL NHS Foundation Trust operates the CNWL Problem Gambling Clinic that 
provides individual and group treatment in London. 

* combination of 1-1 or group sessions

49%

547 people referred  
for treatment* 355 received treatment 

for which there 

completion rate for those who engaged 
in treatment 

was an average wait of

150 days

CNWL Problem Gambling Clinic client:

D was a long-standing problem gambler, suffering  
from significant health problems. At the time of referral, 
D was facing legal proceedings for re-mortgaging her 
estranged husband’s house. She was very isolated at 
the time and actively suicidal, so was referred to a mental 
health team and local services to ensure her safety.  
 
Significant telephone support was given both prior to 
assessment at the Clinic and in addition to formal CBT 
sessions, and she was able to abstain from gambling. 
Work was also done with her husband to help  
repair the relationship. D left treatment feeling  
confident that things were going to be all right,  
and on follow up reported that she had moved  
back in with her husband and was not  
experiencing any cravings. 

Gordon Moody client:

“I [was] 31 in September 2017 and I have been 
gambling for about 6 years. I had struggled for  

two years to stop on my own by going to G.A. meetings, 
giving up access of my money and counselling. 

I only managed to abstain for short periods of time until 
I found the Gordon Moody female retreat. The GMA retreats 

have been priceless. Between them and my one to one’s, not 
only have I abstained since May 2017 but I have become aware 

of the triggers that made me use gambling as a coping mechanism. 
They helped me to have a deeper understanding of myself and 

provided me with excellent tools to deal with my emotions.

Not only do I think this support network has helped me stop 
permanently but I also believe I now am fully equipped to  

improve and change my life for the better. I hope and doubt  
I will ever return to gambling because of this course. I only  

wish that I could continue to receive the care given, even  
if it was annually. Please continue to grow and spread  

the message to as many people as possible.  
Many thanks,” S.



Building the 
quality and 
capacity of 
treatment

Gordon Moody Association (GMA) is the sole provider of commissioned residential 
rehabilitation and provides residential assessment and a 3-month residential 
programme for men, and a mixed-model residential and outpatient treatment for 
women. 

 
* residential programme (following a two-week assessment)

Mixed Model of Care (MMOC) (women’s programme) 

* residential and remote 1-1 and group sessions

Mixed Model of Care (MMOC) (men’s pilot) 

* residential and remote 1-1 and group sessions

79%

489people 82 people received treatment for 
which there was an average  

completion rate  

wait of 89 days
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Gordon Moody client:

M was mid-thirties when he arrived into treatment 
and had been gambling, drinking and taking drugs 
since his teens. He was very mistrustful of others, 
confused and angry at the life he had been living and 
very emotionally cut off from the world around him. 
Much of his work centred around understanding his 
own feelings and learning to express them better. 
With the help of the therapists and the therapeutic 

community his self-confidence grew along with 
learning to trust those around him. He relocated  
away from his home town and the destructive patterns 
that belonged there, moved into his own home and 
now works full time for a local charitable trust. For the 
first time in his adult life he is happy, drink, drug and 
gambling free! 

referred for treatment*

for those who engaged in 
treatment 

77%

126 people 36 people 

completion rate  

received treatment referred for treatment*

for those who engaged in 
treatment 

88%

10 people 

completion rate  

referred for treatment*

for those who engaged in 
treatment 

9 people 
received treatment 
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As a comparison to the services funded by GambleAware, the completion rates and waiting times for Improving 
Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) services for the year 2016/17:

IAPT referred for treatment

Source: https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/psychological-therapies-annual-reports-on-the-use-of-iapt-
services/annual-report-2016-17

All treatment providers use outcome measures to assess the recovery journey of those presenting for treatment 
and also the effectiveness of the treatment provided.

PGSI (problem gambling severity index) is the standardised measure of at-risk behaviour in problem gambling. 
A score of 8 or more on PGSI indicates problem gambling.

CORE (clinical outcomes in routine evaluation) measures the overall level of current distress across a range of 
common mental health problems such as depression and anxiety and is used at each consultation. A score of 
10 or more on CORE indicates at least mild psychological distress.

The chart below shows us the average scores on both measures across all treatment providers:

PGSI Scores

20

10

0

Start score End score

18.3

4.16

CORE Scores

20

10

0

Start score End score

15.18

6.42

965,379
received
treatment

98.2%
waited less 

than 126
days

49%
completion 

rate for those 
who engaged 
in treatment

1.4M people



As a first step in its work with professional 
sport, GambleAware formed a partnership 
with Crystal Palace Football Club,  
promoting BeGambleAware.org to  
fans at Selhurst Park and TV  
audiences at home.

GambleAware held the first meeting of an 
Industry Engagement Panel on the  
morning of its annual conference,  
attended by representatives from  
all parts of the gambling industry.

GambleAware spoke at a wide range of 
domestic and international conferences, 
sharing its research and concerns with 
academics, treatment providers,  
policy-makers and businesses  
involved in gambling.

GambleAware also hosted events at the 
Scottish Parliament and at the Senedd  
in Wales to discuss gambling- 
related harms with politicians from  
devolved nations.

In January 2018, GambleAware hosted a 
policy fair in Parliament, where a range of 
organisations with an interest in gambling had 
the opportunity to meet 29 Parliamentarians, 
including 10 peers and 19 MPs. Addaction,  
the Advertising Standards Authority, CARE, 
the Church of England, the Gambling 
Commission, GamCare, Gordon Moody 
Association, the Local Government 
Association, the Methodist Church,  
the Money and Mental Health  
Policy Institute, Newham Council  
and QAAD all participated.

More generally, GambleAware’s YouGov 
polling revealed an increase in prompted 
brand awareness for GambleAware  
from 30% in October 2015 to 43%  
when it was measured again in  
October 2017.

Throughout 2017/18, GambleAware systematically 
increased its engagement with its diverse range of 
stakeholders, including policy-makers at all levels of 
government, treatment providers, researchers, the 
third sector and the wider public health community, 
all commercial entities that profit from gambling, and 
the public at large.

GambleAware follows the Charity Commission’s 
guidance on campaigning and political activity 
for charities (CC9). We will advocate and seek to 
influence policy-makers and others in the context of 
supporting the delivery of our charitable purpose, 
and are determined to say what we see, based on 
evidence or, when it is appropriate, based on the 
precautionary principle.

ENGAGEMENT

*Opportunities to see/hear = ABC verified daily circulation, BARB or 
RAJAR verified daily audience figures and ABC verified daily unique 
browsers for all GambleAware media coverage between 1 April 2017 
and 31 March 2018.

In addition, we continued our advertising 
activity, running a radio campaign, which 
included digital download services, aimed  
at young people aged 16-35 living in Wales.   
As a result, awareness of GambleAware 
increased significantly from 24% to 38% 
as compared to wider awareness across 
the population as a whole, which only 
rose from 13% to 17% in the same period. 
When comparing the figures to benchmark 
figures, the radio advert did extremely well 
on measures of ‘believability’, ‘standing out 
from other ads’ and ‘willingness to contact 
GambleAware if the listener had a  
gambling problem’. The advert 
also won a prestigious Arial Award.
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Through media engagement, GambleAware 
featured in 462 reports across television, 
radio and online, generating more  
than 255 million opportunities  
to see or hear* about our work  
across the year.
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FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Working closely with the Gambling Commission, 
GambleAware seeks to ensure that all parts of 
the wider gambling industry and all licence-
holders contribute their fair share to the work of 
GambleAware. In addition to what might be thought 
of as the primary source of funding - that is licensed 
gambling operators - there are other business sectors 
that derive an income from commercial gambling 
including professional sports and media. We intend to 
encourage these sectors to get more involved with our 
work in the future.

GambleAware is gaining a better understanding 
of appropriate treatment provision, and of what 
an effective education and prevention programme 
entails. GambleAware is expanding access to 

existing services and reviewing their effectiveness. 
GambleAware is providing tools for frontline staff in 
other services to help identify people at risk of harm 
and signpost to appropriate services. Consequently, 
GambleAware agrees with both RGSB and the 
Gambling Commission that the scale of future funding 
requirements necessary to deliver core elements 
research, education and treatment across Britain, in 
the absence of wider state involvement is significantly 
greater than the current £10 million minimum target 
and most likely is several multiples of this amount*.

Total Gross Gambling Yield (GGY) of the gambling industry in Great Britain

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ BILLION 
TOTAL£13.9

Remote casino, betting and 
bingo: 35%

Betting (non-remote): 24%

National Lottery (remote 
and non-remote): 22%

Casinos (non-remote): 8%

Bingo (non-remote): 5%

Arcades (non-remote): 3%

Large Society Lotteries   
(remote and non-remote): 3%

Source: Gambling Commission - 
http://live-gamblecom.cloud.contensis.com/
PDF/survey-data/Gambling-industry- 
statistics.pdf 

*The Gambling Commission, drawing on input from GambleAware 
and RGSB, suggests that a plausible sum would be in the range 
£21.5m-£67m. See - http://www. gamblingcommission.gov.uk/PDF/
Review-of-RET-arrangements-February-2018.pdf.
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Based on our five-year strategy published in 
November 2016, we have recently produced 
a Strategic Delivery Plan that sets out our 
priorities and funding plans through to  
31 March 2020.  

Currently, the NHS does not fund specialised 
treatment services for problem gambling despite the 
fact that compulsive gambling is recognised by the 
World Health Organisation under ICD-11 (International 
Classification of Diseases, 11th edition) as a Mental 
and Behavioural Disorder.

GambleAware is the primary commissioner of 
treatment services in Britain, and we are acutely 
aware of the need to build the evidence base, 
including monitoring the outcomes of the existing 
treatment services we fund. In the meantime, we 
welcome the fact that the Department of Health and 
Social Care, working with Public Health England, is 
considering what scope there is for commissioning 

further research to better understand the impacts 
of gambling-related harms on health and well-being. 
We understand that similar work is emerging in both 
Wales and Scotland. 

Also, we welcome that gambling has been officially 
referred by NHS England to the National Institute for 
Health and Care Excellence (NICE) for development 
of treatment guidance. Having treatment guidelines 
would indeed promote the earlier identification of 
harm and addiction and so improve access to help.  
We look forward to contributing to this work, just 
as we have collaborated recently with the Local 
Government Association as they, in conjunction with 
Public Health England, updated guidance to local 
authorities about harmful gambling. 

Strategic partnership working and collaboration is 
vital, and in the next two years we expect to announce 
a range of initiatives with national organisations 
focused on closing the gap in treatment and on 
reducing gambling-related harms more widely.

Gambling-related harms – Actively promote gambling-related harms as an 
important public health issue that requires cross-government, multi-agency support 
for an integrated system of treatment and intervention services established at a 
local level with local authority and non-governmental organisation engagement.

BeGambleAware.org – A national brand for a national issue, raising public 
awareness about the nature of gambling, the risks associated and where to go for 
help and advice from a wide range of services. 

Research – Increase the usability, accessibility and reach of our research, and 
ensure industry and other data generated by research we fund is available for 
analysis to all researchers. 

Education – Lead a national multi-media campaign to   raise   public   awareness   of   
risks   associated   with   gambling,   and a programme of specific education and harm 
prevention initiatives directed at particularly vulnerable groups and communities, 
including children in particular. 

Treatment – Triple the number of clients that are treated via GambleAware-funded 
services and identify new approaches, such as the development of mutual aid 
networks and online self-assessment, as well as collaborating with other services 
around mental health, to improve accessibility to effective help and advice.

STRATEGIC  
DELIVERY PLAN 2018/20
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Annual Review 2017/18

32 Red Plc | 5050 Central Limited | 777’s Leisure Ltd | 7s Above Limited | 888 Holdings Plc | A&S Leisure Group Ltd | A1 Amusement Services Limited | Aberdeen & North East Rotary Clubs Charity Lottery Society | Abergavenny Coin & Leisure | Absolute Sports & Racing Ltd | Ace Electra Amusements / David Llyn 
Thomas & Mehmet Emin Serin | Adept Audio | Admiral Taverns | Adoptit Publishing Limited | Adp Gauselmann Gmbh | AG Communications Limited | AG Software Limited | Air Dice | Aire Valley Leisure | AK Amusement Supplies | Alan Davis Automatics | AlchemyBet Ltd | Alea Gaming Limited | Alex Monteith Bookmakers 
| Alpha Automatics | AM Davidson Ltd | Amelco UK Limited | Amusement Leisure | Amusement Machine Services Ltd | Amusement World Ltd | Anakatech Interactive Limited | Andker Limited | Angus Wallace | Animals Asia Foundation | Annatar Limited | Ansells | Ansta Limited | Anthony Byerley | Anthony Hutcheon 
| Apollo Entertainment Limited | Apricot Investments | Arcadia Leisure Ltd | Argyll Entertainment AG | Aristocrat Technologies Europe Ltd | Aristomatics (Pontefract) Ltd | Asap Italia Srl | Ashby Gaming Machines | Asian BGE (Isle of Man) Limited | Asm Leisure Ltd | Aspers Group Ltd | Association of British Bookmakers 
| Astoria Bingo Club Ltd | Astra Games Ltd | Automatic Machine Services Ltd | Automatic Machines | Autovend | Away Resorts Ltd | B&N Regal (Abingdon) Ltd | Bally Gaming & Systems UK Ltd | Bandai Namco Amusement Europe Limited | Bardon Leisure | Bathgate Leisure Ltd | Bet365 | Bet Bet Bet 24/7 | Bear Group 
Limited | Bede Gaming Ltd | Bee-Fee Limited | Bell-Fruit Group Ltd | Bellmatic Leisure Ltd | Bestbet Limited | Bet Davis Ltd | Bet-at-home.com Internet Limited | Betclic Everest Group SAS | Paddy Power Betfair | Betfriend Limited | Bethard Group Limited | BetIndex Limited | Betit Operations Limited | Betsid Limited | 
Betsold Limited | Better Collective | Betting Shop Services Ltd T/A Jenningsbet | BetVictor Limited | Betway Limited | BGO Entertainment Limited | BH Enterprises Limited | Big Time Gaming PTY Limited | Binary (Europe) Ltd | Binary (IOM) Ltd | Bingo Clubs UK Ltd | Bla Bla Bla Studios | Black Cow Technology Limited 
| Blue Anchor Leisure Ltd | Blue Lagoon Amusements - Loizou Leisure Ltd | Blue Star Planet Ltd | Blueprint Gaming Ltd | Blueprint Operations Limited | BML Group Limited | Bob Rudd Leisure Ltd | Border Leisure | Bourne Leisure Holidays Ltd T/A Warner Leisure Hotels | Bournemouth Borough Council - Tourism & 
Corporate Communications | Boylesports Enterprise | Bradfields Sports Bookmakers | Breckland Cinema Company | Brian Clarkson | Brian Keenan Bookmakers Ltd | Bridge Phonographics Ltd | Britannia Jinky Jersey Ltd T/A Pontins | British Aerobatic Association Ltd | Broadstairs Leisure | Broadway Gaming Ltd | 
Brooklynn Leisure Ltd | Browns Bookmakers | Bunn Leisure | Bunny Racing Ltd | Butlins Skyline Ltd | C.C. Leisure Ltd | Caesars Entertainment UK Ltd | Cafe & Amusements | Cafe Royale | Cain’s Amusements Ltd | California Enterprises Ltd | CalMac Ferries Ltd | Calverton Working Men’s Club & Institute Ltd | Camelot 
UK Lotteries Limited | Canal and River Trading CIC | Capital Coin Machine Co Ltd | Capital Gaming Machines (UK) Ltd | Carlton Clubs | Cascading Leisure Centre Ltd | Cash Fall Amusements | CashBet Alderney Limited | Cashpoint Agentur & IT Service GmbH | Cashpoint Malta Limited | Castle Leisure Ltd | Casumo 
Services Limited | Catena Operations Ltd | Central Automatics | Centurycomm Ltd | CFP Lottery & Raffle Ltd | CGS Gaming Limited | Charity Pay Ltd | Charlie Edwards Leisure | Cherry Automatics (Cambridge) Ltd | Cheshire Sporting Club Limited | Chester Race Company Ltd | Cheylesmore Social Club | Childlife | 
Chilvers Automatics Ltd | Chisholm Bookmakers Ltd | Christopher Mordey | Christopher Neil Graham | Clacton Pavilion plc | Clearhill Enterprises Ltd | Clermont Leisure (UK) Ltd | Clifton Bingo Club Ltd | Clive Bell | Clive Tudge Bookmakers | Club 3000 Gaming Ltd | CMC Markets Uk Plc | Co-Gaming | Coinfactory Ltd 
| Cointron Amusements | ColossusBets Ltd | Compassion In World Farming | ComTrade Programske Resitve DOO | Concept Bingo Limited | Continental Gaming Malta Limited | Coral Beach Leisure | Corbett Bookmakers Ltd | Corby Silver Band Club Limited | Cosmic Video Amusements | Cosmo Bingo Eccles Ltd | 
Cosmo Bingo Stalybridge | Countgrade Ltd | Covertravel Ltd | Cowells-Arrow Bingo Company | Crohn’s and Coliltis UK | Crown Aspinalls London | Crown Bingo | Crown Leisure Ltd | Crystal Leisure Ltd | Crystal Palace Amusement Arcade | Cullis’s Amusements | Cystic Fibrosis Trust | D H Chapman T/a Rent-right 
Properties | D&d Amusements Ltd | Dalmoon Ltd | Dart Amusements Limited | Dave Fowler | David Craggs T/A Bet 147 | David James Racing | David Lucas Bookmakers | David Pluck (North West) Ltd | Dawsons Amusements | DC Automatics | Deadheat Racing Ltd | Dealpraise Ltd | Dedsert (Ireland) Limited | Degree 
53 Limited | Derivco Ipswich Limited | Devil Gaming | Digital Fish Software AB T/A Play’N Go | Digital Sports Limited | Disabled Motoring UK | DJ & GC Camm & Son (amusements) Limited | DJC (amusements) Ltd | Double Diamond Gaming Ltd, T/A Rainbow Casino Ltd | Doubleday Automatics | Dovematics | DP Leisure 
Limited | Draftkings Inc | Dransfield Novelty Company Ltd | Dribble Media | DT Moore (sales) Ltd | Dumarca Gaming LTD | Dusk Till Dawn Ltd | Dynamic Gaming Ltd | Easi Games Ltd | East Midlands Vending Supplies | Eastbourne Sovereign Rotary Club | Eastern Automatics Ltd | Eaton Gate Gaming Limited | Eclectic 
Gaming Solutions Ltd | Eclectic Media Network | Edward Thompson (Printers) Ltd | Ei Group plc | Electrocoin Automatics Ltd | Electrocoin Sales Ltd | Electrotec Solutions Ltd | Elk Studios AB | Ellmount Gaming Limited | Empire Amusements | Endemol Shine Gaming Limited | Enigma Gaming Ltd | Entnet Ltd | Escal 
Investments Ltd | Essex Bookmakers | Essex Leisure | Essex Leisure Ltd | EU Lotto Ltd / Lottoland | Euroduty Ltd T/A Merlins Amusements | Everards Brewery Ltd | EveryMatrix Software Limited | Evolution Malta Holding Ltd | Excel Gaming Limited | Exmouth Amusements | Expecto Ltd | Extreme Live Gaming Limited 
| Eyecon Alderney Limited | F Simmonds & Sons | Fair Games UK Ltd | Fairload Limited | Family Leisure Holdings Ltd | Fan Hub Media UK Limited | Fantasy Island Leisure Limited | Fantasy Sports Ltd | Federation of Racecourse Bookmakers | Fesuge Limited | Fincore Limited | First 1 Club | Fitzdares Ltd | Five Leisure 
| Flexihedge Limited | Flower City Gaming LLC | Fortuna Leisure Ltd | Fraser Capital Management Ltd | Freddie Williams Bookmakers | Frederick Sedgwick | Friends Of Kiwi Association | FSB Technology (UK) Ltd | Fuller, Smith & Turner plc | Funomatics Ltd | Future Leisure Limited | Future Machines Ltd | Gaiety 
(Clacton) Ltd | Gala Leisure Ltd, T/A Gala Bingo | Galapagos Conservation Trust | Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust | Game Coin Ltd | Game World Ltd | Gameiom Technologies Limited | Gamestec Leisure Ltd | Gamesys Ltd | GamezMonkey | Gaming UK Ltd | Gamma Growth Inc | Gem Electronics | Genesis Games 
Ltd | Genesis Global Limited | Genii Limited | Genting UK plc | George Simmons Racing Ltd | Gf Amusements | Glen Graham | Glenside Automatic Machine Co | Go Leisure | Go Wild UK Limited | Goldchip Limited | Golden Sovereign Arcade | Gomersal Properties Ltd | Goodwin Racing Ltd | Graham Paddick | Grampian 
Leisure | Grand Amusements Ltd | Grand Appeal Society | Grand Pier Ltd | Grandspan Ltd | Grandstand Racing Limited | Graves (Cumberland) Ltd | Greene King plc | Greentube Alderney Limited | Greentube Gibraltar Limited | Greentube I.E.S GmbH | Greentube UK Ltd t/a Mazooma Interactive Games | Grimes 
Bookmakers | Grosvenor Casinos (GC) Ltd | Grosvenor Casinos Limited | GrosvenorCasinos.com | Grumpy Bookmakers | GS Technology Limited | Gulate Ltd T/A Kingston Leisure | GVC Holdings | Halliday Leisure | Happy Days | Harbour Lights Amusements | Harbour Park Ltd | Harker Leisure Ltd | Harlequin Gaming 
Limited | Harold Smith Bookmakers | Harpridge Ltd T/A MP Leisure | Harris Amusements / Ticketgrange Ltd | Harry Levy Amusement Contractor Ltd | Harrys Weymouth Limited | Haven Leisure Ltd | Haverfordwest Coin Machines | Heavitree Brewery plc | Herne Bay Leisure Ltd | Highfield Builders Contractors Ltd T/A 
New Pastimes | Highlight Games Limited | Hippodrome Casino Limited | HNM Amusements | Holdsworth Amusements | Holdsworths Amusements | Holkham (UK) Ltd | Horserace Betting Levy Board | Horseworld Trust | Horton Leisure (Midlands) Limited | Hull FC Lucky 13 | I Lewis (Commission Agents) Limited | 
Iforium Limited | IG Index Ltd | IGamingCloud Limited | IGT UK Gaming Ltd | IGT UK Interactive Ltd | Industry Group for Responsible Gambling (IGRG) | I-neda Ltd | Innov8 Gaming Limited | InnPubLeisure | Inspired Gaming Group Ltd | Inspired Technology (Yorkshire) Limited | Instant Win Gaming Limited | International 
Multi-Media Entertainments Ltd | Intouch Games Ltd | ioSport Group Limited | Isis Leisure | Its One of Our Own Limited | Ivor Thomas Amusements Ltd | J Holland & Sons Ltd | J&J Norman LLP | JA Sportsbook Limited | Jack Pearson (Turf Accountants) Ltd | Jackpot Football Pools Ltd | James Fannon | JE Sheeran 
(Amusement Arcades) Ltd | JEM Amusements Ltd | Jgl Leisure Ltd T/a Spin City | Jms Amusements | JNC Enterprises Ltd | John Ling & Son Ltd | Johnny’s Amusements | Jokerbet | JP Walter Ltd | JRS Leisure Ltd | JUNGLE X UK LTD | K&R Leisure Ltd | Kaizen Internet Enterprises Ltd | Kambi Services Ltd | Kce Ltd | 
Ken Graham Bookmakers | Ken Joynes & Son Ltd | Key West Restarant Ltd | Kim Thurston T/A Games Wharf | Kings Bingo and Social Club | Kingston Coin Leisure | Kingston Leisure Ltd | Kootac Trading Limited | Kossway Automatics Ltd | Kravis Holdings Ltd | KV Leisure Limited | L&l Europe Limited | Ladbrokes Coral 
Group Plc | Lakeland Leisure | Landmark Entertainments Ltd | Langlois Son & Partner Ltd | Lapta Enterprises Limited T/a Mariners Plaice | Lee Broughton | Leeds Leisure Ltd | Leicester & Leicestershire Animal Aid Association | Leisure Games | Leisuresec Plc | Leominster Bookmakers Ltd | LeoVegas Gaming Ltd | 
Les Ambassadeurs Club Ltd | Les Russell | Lillywhite Racing Ltd | Lincoln Gaming Ltd | Live 5 Limited | Livewire Gaming Ltd | Longfleet Ltd T/A Cookes Amusements | Longitude LLC | Lordsdale Estates Ltd T/A Cassino | Lotto Network Ltd | Lottomatrix Limited | Lucky Star Amusements Ltd | Luxury Leisure & SAL 
Leisure Ltd | Lynx Leisure Ltd | Lyons Holiday Park Limited | Macari’s Maidenhead Ltd T/A Silvermans | Magnet Gaming Aps | Maine Amusements Ltd | Mainline Computer Games | Majestic Bingo Limited | Manco Automatics Ltd | Mansion Europe Holdings Limited | Marathon Alderney Ltd | Mark Jarvis Ltd | Marshalls 
Amusements Ltd | Marston’s plc | Martin’s Reel Games Ltd | Marvelgold Ltd | Maurice Charge Ltd T/A Sports Bookmakers | Maxi Coin Ltd | Maxx Leisure | Mb Consulting International Inc | Mb Leisure Centre | McLs Management Limited | MDS Leisure | Meadway Ventures Ltd | Mecca Bingo Ltd | MeccaBingo.com | 
Medialive Limited | Mediastream AG | Meeron Ltd | Mendip District Council | Merkur Interactive Malta PLC | Metric Gaming LLC | Metrobet Bookmakers Ltd | MG Leisure Ltd | MGK Leisure Ltd | Michael Tyler Bookmakers | Middlesbrough RAOB Club Ltd | Midland Turf Agency | Midnight Gaming Limited | MikoApps 
Limited | Millers Amusements Ltd | Mirage Leisure Ltd | Mirage Property Services Ltd | Missionbell Ltd | Mitonsede Ltd | Moffat Bookmakers Limited | Moorfields Eye Charity | More Tech Group Limited | Morpheus Games (UK) | Mosaic Fulfilment Solutions Ltd | Moto Hospitality Ltd | Mountain Ash RFC | Mp Crolla & 
Sons (turf Accountants) Ltd | Mr & Mrs D Scott T/A Limelight Amusements | Mr P’s Classic Amusements Limited | Mr Rigby’s Leisuretime Ltd | MS Entertainments Ltd | Msl Leisure Ltd | MT SecureTrade Limited | Mustard Strategies Limited | Mustard Systems Limited | Myles & Lennard Ltd | MyLotto24 Ltd | N Charles 
Bookmakers | National Bingo Game Association Ltd | National Kidney Federation | National Motor Museum Trust | National Schizophrenia Fellowship | NB Leisure Ltd | Ncs Automatics | Neil Stiff | Nektan (Gibraltar) Ltd | Nelson Leisure Ltd T/A Leisure Games (N Wales) | NetBet Enterprises Limited | NetEnt (Gibraltar) 
Ltd | Netent Alderney Ltd | NetEnt Malta Ltd | NetPlay TV Group Ltd | Network For Animals | Network Resource Management Ltd | New Coin Automatics Ltd | New Globe Bingo & Social Club Ltd | Newbridge Amusements Limited | Newby Automatics Ltd | Newcastle Bingo Ltd | Newlette Limited | News Promotions 
Limited | Newton Leisure (Scotland) Ltd | Newtown Racing Ltd | Nickels ‘N’ Dimes Adult Gaming Centre | Nigel Flowers | Nigel Troth Bookmakers | Nikolas Shaw Ltd / Opera House Casino | Nobby Clarke Racing | Norfolk Greyhound Racing Company Ltd | North London Hospice | Nottingham Greyhound Stadium Ltd 
| Nottingham University Business School | Nottingham University Hospitals Charity | NSUS Group (UK) | NSUS Limited | NYX Gaming Group Limited | O Kay Automatics Ltd | Oak Property Investments Ltd | Oakhaven Lottery Company Ltd | Oakwood Leisure | Off Course Bookmakers Ltd | Offshore Custom Software 
Solutions Limited | Oldland Leisure Ltd | Ongoingmedia GMBH | Opera House Bet Ltd | Optima Information Services SLU | Overs & Rich Ltd T/A Expresso Amusements | P&F Leisure Limited | Palace Casino | Palais Bingo Ltd | Palatial Leisure Ltd | Park Resorts Ltd | Parkinsons Machines & Vehicles Ltd | Parlay Games 
Inc. | Parrish Leisure Limited | Parseq Ltd | Pastimes Amusements | Pembrokeshire Lottery | Peter Stephenson | Phoenix Leisure | Piazza Leisure Ltd | Picklive Ltd | Playcherry Limited | PLAYLOT.TO LIMITED | Playnation Ltd | Playtech plc | Pleasure & Leisure Corporation Plc | Plymouth Leisure Ltd | Pontypool Automatics 
Ltd | Pool Leisure | Potters Leisure Ltd | Powerplay | PP Leisure Activities Ltd | Praesepe plc | Predictions Investments Ltd | Premier Automatics Ltd | Premier Gaming Machines Limited | Premier Racing | Pridmore Bookmakers | Probe Investments Limited | ProgressPlay Limited | Ptsd Resolution Ltd | Punch Taverns 
(Services) Limited | Pwllheli Amusements Ltd | Q-cornwall Leisure | Quality Coin Leisure Ltd | Quickspin AB | R&A Leisure | R&J Leisure Ltd | Rabeel Limited | Racebets International Gaming Ltd | RAL Ltd/ Talarius Ltd | Ravendive Ltd | Raykin Ltd | Raynbeau Ltd | Realistic Games Ltd | Reality Gaming Limited | Red 
Tiger Gaming Ltd | Reel Fruits Limited | Reel Time Gaming Enterprises PTY Limited | Reflex Gaming Ltd | Regal Amusement Machine Sales Ltd | Regal Amusements | Regal Amusements (North East) Ltd | Regency Racing | Reohorn Automatics & Amusements Ltd | Retired Greyhound Trust | Retrospection Software 
Limited | RG Leisure | Richardsons Leisure Limited | Ringway Communications | Ritz Hotel Casino Ltd | Riva Bowl LLP | Roar Betting DF Ltd | Ron Dean Bookmakers | Rotary Club Mendip | Rotunda Equipment Leasing Limited | Rowland and Rowland Ltd | Roxy Bingo (Sowerby Bridge) Ltd | Royal Arcade Ltd | Royal 
Horticultural Society | Royal Scottish Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children (RSSPCC) | Royal Trinity Hospice | Rubicon Pastimes Ltd | S&D Bookmakers Ltd | Safe Bet Software Limited | SAL AGC Limited | Sands Amusements Ltd | Sandy Hills Family Amusement | Sapient Limited | SAS Amusements | SBTech 
Global Limited | Scotbet Ltd | Scottalbion Properties Ltd | Scottish National Party | Scout Limited | SD Bets Ltd | Seagull Amusements | Searles Camping Ground Limited | Sense - The National Deaf Blind & Rubella Association | September Pink Ltd T/A Greengate Amusements | Service Gaming Europe Ltd | Shaw’s 
Amusements | Sheffield Sports Stadium Ltd | Shepway Automatics | Sheridan Leisure | Sherlock Amusement Sales | Shetland Turf Accountants Ltd | Shipley Brothers Ltd T/A BJ’s Bingo | Shipley Estates Ltd | Shipley Investments Ltd | Shipley Leisure Enterprises Ltd | Shopper’s Luck | Shropshire Leisure Services | 
SHUA Limited | Sigma Gaming Limited | Silverbond Enterprises Limited | Silvertime Amusements Ltd | Sims Automatics Ltd | SJU Ltd | Skillzzgaming Limited | Sky Betting and Gaming | SL Standard Leisure Ltd | Small Screen Casino Limited | Smarkets Limited | Smartgames Technologies | Smarty Inns Ltd | Smiles 
For Miles Ltd | Soft Construct (Malta) Limited | Sonica Services Limited | Soul Casino | South West Amusements Ltd | Southern City Leisure Ltd | Southsea Island Leisure Ltd | Sovereign Group (UK) Ltd | SP Graham Ltd | Spin2win Ltd | Sporting Index Group | Sportradar AG | SportsBetting and Gaming Services LTD | 
St Austell Brewery Co. Ltd | St Johnstone FC Facilities Association | Stan James/Megabet | Stanley Collins | Stanwix Park Holiday Centre | Star Leisure Ltd | Stardust Leisure Ltd | Stephen Malcolm Wainwright | Sterling Amusement Machines | Stiona Software Limited | Stonegate Pub Company Ltd | Stratagem Technologies 
Limited | STV ELM | Summerhayes Bookmakers | Summertime Automatics Ltd | Summertime Leisure Ltd | Summit Leisure (Deansgate) Ltd | Summit Leisure (Market St) Ltd | Summit Leisure (Swinton) Ltd | Support Adoption for Pets | Sure Leisure Ltd | Sustrans Ltd | T Sheldon Amusement MacHines | T. L Collins | 
Tabcorp UK Limited | Tablesport Ltd | Tapa Leisure | Taylor Made Fun Ltd | Taylors Entertainments Ltd | TCS John Huxley Europe Ltd | Team Greyhounds (Brough Park) Ltd | Teddy Clark Ltd | Teen Spirit Ltd | Telegraph Media Group Ltd | Terence Gerrard | TGP Europe Limited | The Brighton Palace & Pier Company | 
The Fettes Foundation | The Football Pools Limited | The Gaming Group Ltd | The Gliderdrome (Bingo) Boston | The Global Draw T/A SG Gaming | The Grand Lodge of Scotland | The Lotteries Council | The Mayne Bookmaker Ltd | The National Deaf Childrens Society | The Quality Group - Lottery Technology Systems 
GmbH | The Ritz Club London. Com Limited | The Scottish Professional Football League Trust | The Stars Group | The Storey Group Ltd | The Tetley’s Sunderland Stadium | The Top Tipster Leagues Limited | The Traditional Yoga Association | The United Distributing Co (Coin Machines Sales) Ltd | The Workshop 
Technologies Limited | Thomas Automatics | Throckley Union Jack Club | Thunderkick Malta Limited | Tipp24 Services Ltd | Tombola (International) plc | Tonybet OU | Torbay Amusements | Tote Ireland Limited | Touch and Win Ltd | Towcester Racecourse Company Limited | Tradeplayer Ltd T/A PlayON |  
Trafalgar Leisure Ltd | Treatview Ltd | Triangle Amusements Ltd | Trio Leisure | True Amusements Ltd | TSG Global Wagering Solution, LLC (“GWS”) | Tvc Leisure | Tyche Tech Limited | Uk Piers Ltd | United Kingdom Independence Party Limited | Urmston Automatics Ltd | Valldata Services Ltd | Vallini Limited  
| Vbet Sports Limited | Victoria Club Ltd | Videoslots Ltd | Vintage Motorcycle Club Ltd | Vivaro Limited | V-Teck UK Limited | Vu Games Ltd | W Ball & Sons Amusements | Webmedia Development N.V. | Websons 8 Ltd | Welcome Break Ltd | Weller Racing Ltd | West Wales Amusements |  
Westminster Automatics Soltine Ltd | Wexel Gaming Ltd | WH Marshall Ltd | Whale Limited | Whitbread Plc | White Hat Gaming | White Leisure Ltd | Whitesides Amusements | Whittaker Bros Leisure Ltd | William Hill plc | William T Corbett (Course) Ltd | Wilson’s Amusements | Winchester  
Automatics Ltd | Winners Bingo Ltd | Winners Gaming Ltd | Winning Post | Witnall Automatics Ltd | Worldwide Cancer Research | Wortheasy Ltd T/A Royal Bingo | WP Underwood Ltd | Xterra Holdings Limited | Yggdrasil Gaming Limited | Zenastar Bet George | Zulko Gaming Limited  

OUR SUPPORTERS
GambleAware can only continue, and increase, its important work with the continued support of its financial 
supporters. On behalf of all those that benefit from GambleAware’s investments, we would like to thank all 
those businesses and individuals who have supported the charity in 2017/18 and all those who, in one form or 
another, contribute to reducing gambling-related harms in Great Britain.
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For further information on how you and your company can champion the work of GambleAware, or if you want 
to provide feedback on our programme of activities, please do contact us at info@gambleaware.org. 
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Limited | Draftkings Inc | Dransfield Novelty Company Ltd | Dribble Media | DT Moore (sales) Ltd | Dumarca Gaming LTD | Dusk Till Dawn Ltd | Dynamic Gaming Ltd | Easi Games Ltd | East Midlands Vending Supplies | Eastbourne Sovereign Rotary Club | Eastern Automatics Ltd | Eaton Gate Gaming Limited | Eclectic 
Gaming Solutions Ltd | Eclectic Media Network | Edward Thompson (Printers) Ltd | Ei Group plc | Electrocoin Automatics Ltd | Electrocoin Sales Ltd | Electrotec Solutions Ltd | Elk Studios AB | Ellmount Gaming Limited | Empire Amusements | Endemol Shine Gaming Limited | Enigma Gaming Ltd | Entnet Ltd | Escal 
Investments Ltd | Essex Bookmakers | Essex Leisure | Essex Leisure Ltd | EU Lotto Ltd / Lottoland | Euroduty Ltd T/A Merlins Amusements | Everards Brewery Ltd | EveryMatrix Software Limited | Evolution Malta Holding Ltd | Excel Gaming Limited | Exmouth Amusements | Expecto Ltd | Extreme Live Gaming Limited 
| Eyecon Alderney Limited | F Simmonds & Sons | Fair Games UK Ltd | Fairload Limited | Family Leisure Holdings Ltd | Fan Hub Media UK Limited | Fantasy Island Leisure Limited | Fantasy Sports Ltd | Federation of Racecourse Bookmakers | Fesuge Limited | Fincore Limited | First 1 Club | Fitzdares Ltd | Five Leisure 
| Flexihedge Limited | Flower City Gaming LLC | Fortuna Leisure Ltd | Fraser Capital Management Ltd | Freddie Williams Bookmakers | Frederick Sedgwick | Friends Of Kiwi Association | FSB Technology (UK) Ltd | Fuller, Smith & Turner plc | Funomatics Ltd | Future Leisure Limited | Future Machines Ltd | Gaiety 
(Clacton) Ltd | Gala Leisure Ltd, T/A Gala Bingo | Galapagos Conservation Trust | Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust | Game Coin Ltd | Game World Ltd | Gameiom Technologies Limited | Gamestec Leisure Ltd | Gamesys Ltd | GamezMonkey | Gaming UK Ltd | Gamma Growth Inc | Gem Electronics | Genesis Games 
Ltd | Genesis Global Limited | Genii Limited | Genting UK plc | George Simmons Racing Ltd | Gf Amusements | Glen Graham | Glenside Automatic Machine Co | Go Leisure | Go Wild UK Limited | Goldchip Limited | Golden Sovereign Arcade | Gomersal Properties Ltd | Goodwin Racing Ltd | Graham Paddick | Grampian 
Leisure | Grand Amusements Ltd | Grand Appeal Society | Grand Pier Ltd | Grandspan Ltd | Grandstand Racing Limited | Graves (Cumberland) Ltd | Greene King plc | Greentube Alderney Limited | Greentube Gibraltar Limited | Greentube I.E.S GmbH | Greentube UK Ltd t/a Mazooma Interactive Games | Grimes 
Bookmakers | Grosvenor Casinos (GC) Ltd | Grosvenor Casinos Limited | GrosvenorCasinos.com | Grumpy Bookmakers | GS Technology Limited | Gulate Ltd T/A Kingston Leisure | GVC Holdings | Halliday Leisure | Happy Days | Harbour Lights Amusements | Harbour Park Ltd | Harker Leisure Ltd | Harlequin Gaming 
Limited | Harold Smith Bookmakers | Harpridge Ltd T/A MP Leisure | Harris Amusements / Ticketgrange Ltd | Harry Levy Amusement Contractor Ltd | Harrys Weymouth Limited | Haven Leisure Ltd | Haverfordwest Coin Machines | Heavitree Brewery plc | Herne Bay Leisure Ltd | Highfield Builders Contractors Ltd T/A 
New Pastimes | Highlight Games Limited | Hippodrome Casino Limited | HNM Amusements | Holdsworth Amusements | Holdsworths Amusements | Holkham (UK) Ltd | Horserace Betting Levy Board | Horseworld Trust | Horton Leisure (Midlands) Limited | Hull FC Lucky 13 | I Lewis (Commission Agents) Limited | 
Iforium Limited | IG Index Ltd | IGamingCloud Limited | IGT UK Gaming Ltd | IGT UK Interactive Ltd | Industry Group for Responsible Gambling (IGRG) | I-neda Ltd | Innov8 Gaming Limited | InnPubLeisure | Inspired Gaming Group Ltd | Inspired Technology (Yorkshire) Limited | Instant Win Gaming Limited | International 
Multi-Media Entertainments Ltd | Intouch Games Ltd | ioSport Group Limited | Isis Leisure | Its One of Our Own Limited | Ivor Thomas Amusements Ltd | J Holland & Sons Ltd | J&J Norman LLP | JA Sportsbook Limited | Jack Pearson (Turf Accountants) Ltd | Jackpot Football Pools Ltd | James Fannon | JE Sheeran 
(Amusement Arcades) Ltd | JEM Amusements Ltd | Jgl Leisure Ltd T/a Spin City | Jms Amusements | JNC Enterprises Ltd | John Ling & Son Ltd | Johnny’s Amusements | Jokerbet | JP Walter Ltd | JRS Leisure Ltd | JUNGLE X UK LTD | K&R Leisure Ltd | Kaizen Internet Enterprises Ltd | Kambi Services Ltd | Kce Ltd | 
Ken Graham Bookmakers | Ken Joynes & Son Ltd | Key West Restarant Ltd | Kim Thurston T/A Games Wharf | Kings Bingo and Social Club | Kingston Coin Leisure | Kingston Leisure Ltd | Kootac Trading Limited | Kossway Automatics Ltd | Kravis Holdings Ltd | KV Leisure Limited | L&l Europe Limited | Ladbrokes Coral 
Group Plc | Lakeland Leisure | Landmark Entertainments Ltd | Langlois Son & Partner Ltd | Lapta Enterprises Limited T/a Mariners Plaice | Lee Broughton | Leeds Leisure Ltd | Leicester & Leicestershire Animal Aid Association | Leisure Games | Leisuresec Plc | Leominster Bookmakers Ltd | LeoVegas Gaming Ltd | 
Les Ambassadeurs Club Ltd | Les Russell | Lillywhite Racing Ltd | Lincoln Gaming Ltd | Live 5 Limited | Livewire Gaming Ltd | Longfleet Ltd T/A Cookes Amusements | Longitude LLC | Lordsdale Estates Ltd T/A Cassino | Lotto Network Ltd | Lottomatrix Limited | Lucky Star Amusements Ltd | Luxury Leisure & SAL 
Leisure Ltd | Lynx Leisure Ltd | Lyons Holiday Park Limited | Macari’s Maidenhead Ltd T/A Silvermans | Magnet Gaming Aps | Maine Amusements Ltd | Mainline Computer Games | Majestic Bingo Limited | Manco Automatics Ltd | Mansion Europe Holdings Limited | Marathon Alderney Ltd | Mark Jarvis Ltd | Marshalls 
Amusements Ltd | Marston’s plc | Martin’s Reel Games Ltd | Marvelgold Ltd | Maurice Charge Ltd T/A Sports Bookmakers | Maxi Coin Ltd | Maxx Leisure | Mb Consulting International Inc | Mb Leisure Centre | McLs Management Limited | MDS Leisure | Meadway Ventures Ltd | Mecca Bingo Ltd | MeccaBingo.com | 
Medialive Limited | Mediastream AG | Meeron Ltd | Mendip District Council | Merkur Interactive Malta PLC | Metric Gaming LLC | Metrobet Bookmakers Ltd | MG Leisure Ltd | MGK Leisure Ltd | Michael Tyler Bookmakers | Middlesbrough RAOB Club Ltd | Midland Turf Agency | Midnight Gaming Limited | MikoApps 
Limited | Millers Amusements Ltd | Mirage Leisure Ltd | Mirage Property Services Ltd | Missionbell Ltd | Mitonsede Ltd | Moffat Bookmakers Limited | Moorfields Eye Charity | More Tech Group Limited | Morpheus Games (UK) | Mosaic Fulfilment Solutions Ltd | Moto Hospitality Ltd | Mountain Ash RFC | Mp Crolla & 
Sons (turf Accountants) Ltd | Mr & Mrs D Scott T/A Limelight Amusements | Mr P’s Classic Amusements Limited | Mr Rigby’s Leisuretime Ltd | MS Entertainments Ltd | Msl Leisure Ltd | MT SecureTrade Limited | Mustard Strategies Limited | Mustard Systems Limited | Myles & Lennard Ltd | MyLotto24 Ltd | N Charles 
Bookmakers | National Bingo Game Association Ltd | National Kidney Federation | National Motor Museum Trust | National Schizophrenia Fellowship | NB Leisure Ltd | Ncs Automatics | Neil Stiff | Nektan (Gibraltar) Ltd | Nelson Leisure Ltd T/A Leisure Games (N Wales) | NetBet Enterprises Limited | NetEnt (Gibraltar) 
Ltd | Netent Alderney Ltd | NetEnt Malta Ltd | NetPlay TV Group Ltd | Network For Animals | Network Resource Management Ltd | New Coin Automatics Ltd | New Globe Bingo & Social Club Ltd | Newbridge Amusements Limited | Newby Automatics Ltd | Newcastle Bingo Ltd | Newlette Limited | News Promotions 
Limited | Newton Leisure (Scotland) Ltd | Newtown Racing Ltd | Nickels ‘N’ Dimes Adult Gaming Centre | Nigel Flowers | Nigel Troth Bookmakers | Nikolas Shaw Ltd / Opera House Casino | Nobby Clarke Racing | Norfolk Greyhound Racing Company Ltd | North London Hospice | Nottingham Greyhound Stadium Ltd 
| Nottingham University Business School | Nottingham University Hospitals Charity | NSUS Group (UK) | NSUS Limited | NYX Gaming Group Limited | O Kay Automatics Ltd | Oak Property Investments Ltd | Oakhaven Lottery Company Ltd | Oakwood Leisure | Off Course Bookmakers Ltd | Offshore Custom Software 
Solutions Limited | Oldland Leisure Ltd | Ongoingmedia GMBH | Opera House Bet Ltd | Optima Information Services SLU | Overs & Rich Ltd T/A Expresso Amusements | P&F Leisure Limited | Palace Casino | Palais Bingo Ltd | Palatial Leisure Ltd | Park Resorts Ltd | Parkinsons Machines & Vehicles Ltd | Parlay Games 
Inc. | Parrish Leisure Limited | Parseq Ltd | Pastimes Amusements | Pembrokeshire Lottery | Peter Stephenson | Phoenix Leisure | Piazza Leisure Ltd | Picklive Ltd | Playcherry Limited | PLAYLOT.TO LIMITED | Playnation Ltd | Playtech plc | Pleasure & Leisure Corporation Plc | Plymouth Leisure Ltd | Pontypool Automatics 
Ltd | Pool Leisure | Potters Leisure Ltd | Powerplay | PP Leisure Activities Ltd | Praesepe plc | Predictions Investments Ltd | Premier Automatics Ltd | Premier Gaming Machines Limited | Premier Racing | Pridmore Bookmakers | Probe Investments Limited | ProgressPlay Limited | Ptsd Resolution Ltd | Punch Taverns 
(Services) Limited | Pwllheli Amusements Ltd | Q-cornwall Leisure | Quality Coin Leisure Ltd | Quickspin AB | R&A Leisure | R&J Leisure Ltd | Rabeel Limited | Racebets International Gaming Ltd | RAL Ltd/ Talarius Ltd | Ravendive Ltd | Raykin Ltd | Raynbeau Ltd | Realistic Games Ltd | Reality Gaming Limited | Red 
Tiger Gaming Ltd | Reel Fruits Limited | Reel Time Gaming Enterprises PTY Limited | Reflex Gaming Ltd | Regal Amusement Machine Sales Ltd | Regal Amusements | Regal Amusements (North East) Ltd | Regency Racing | Reohorn Automatics & Amusements Ltd | Retired Greyhound Trust | Retrospection Software 
Limited | RG Leisure | Richardsons Leisure Limited | Ringway Communications | Ritz Hotel Casino Ltd | Riva Bowl LLP | Roar Betting DF Ltd | Ron Dean Bookmakers | Rotary Club Mendip | Rotunda Equipment Leasing Limited | Rowland and Rowland Ltd | Roxy Bingo (Sowerby Bridge) Ltd | Royal Arcade Ltd | Royal 
Horticultural Society | Royal Scottish Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children (RSSPCC) | Royal Trinity Hospice | Rubicon Pastimes Ltd | S&D Bookmakers Ltd | Safe Bet Software Limited | SAL AGC Limited | Sands Amusements Ltd | Sandy Hills Family Amusement | Sapient Limited | SAS Amusements | SBTech 
Global Limited | Scotbet Ltd | Scottalbion Properties Ltd | Scottish National Party | Scout Limited | SD Bets Ltd | Seagull Amusements | Searles Camping Ground Limited | Sense - The National Deaf Blind & Rubella Association | September Pink Ltd T/A Greengate Amusements | Service Gaming Europe Ltd | Shaw’s 
Amusements | Sheffield Sports Stadium Ltd | Shepway Automatics | Sheridan Leisure | Sherlock Amusement Sales | Shetland Turf Accountants Ltd | Shipley Brothers Ltd T/A BJ’s Bingo | Shipley Estates Ltd | Shipley Investments Ltd | Shipley Leisure Enterprises Ltd | Shopper’s Luck | Shropshire Leisure Services | 
SHUA Limited | Sigma Gaming Limited | Silverbond Enterprises Limited | Silvertime Amusements Ltd | Sims Automatics Ltd | SJU Ltd | Skillzzgaming Limited | Sky Betting and Gaming | SL Standard Leisure Ltd | Small Screen Casino Limited | Smarkets Limited | Smartgames Technologies | Smarty Inns Ltd | Smiles 
For Miles Ltd | Soft Construct (Malta) Limited | Sonica Services Limited | Soul Casino | South West Amusements Ltd | Southern City Leisure Ltd | Southsea Island Leisure Ltd | Sovereign Group (UK) Ltd | SP Graham Ltd | Spin2win Ltd | Sporting Index Group | Sportradar AG | SportsBetting and Gaming Services LTD | 
St Austell Brewery Co. Ltd | St Johnstone FC Facilities Association | Stan James/Megabet | Stanley Collins | Stanwix Park Holiday Centre | Star Leisure Ltd | Stardust Leisure Ltd | Stephen Malcolm Wainwright | Sterling Amusement Machines | Stiona Software Limited | Stonegate Pub Company Ltd | Stratagem Technologies 
Limited | STV ELM | Summerhayes Bookmakers | Summertime Automatics Ltd | Summertime Leisure Ltd | Summit Leisure (Deansgate) Ltd | Summit Leisure (Market St) Ltd | Summit Leisure (Swinton) Ltd | Support Adoption for Pets | Sure Leisure Ltd | Sustrans Ltd | T Sheldon Amusement MacHines | T. L Collins | 
Tabcorp UK Limited | Tablesport Ltd | Tapa Leisure | Taylor Made Fun Ltd | Taylors Entertainments Ltd | TCS John Huxley Europe Ltd | Team Greyhounds (Brough Park) Ltd | Teddy Clark Ltd | Teen Spirit Ltd | Telegraph Media Group Ltd | Terence Gerrard | TGP Europe Limited | The Brighton Palace & Pier Company | 
The Fettes Foundation | The Football Pools Limited | The Gaming Group Ltd | The Gliderdrome (Bingo) Boston | The Global Draw T/A SG Gaming | The Grand Lodge of Scotland | The Lotteries Council | The Mayne Bookmaker Ltd | The National Deaf Childrens Society | The Quality Group - Lottery Technology Systems 
GmbH | The Ritz Club London. Com Limited | The Scottish Professional Football League Trust | The Stars Group | The Storey Group Ltd | The Tetley’s Sunderland Stadium | The Top Tipster Leagues Limited | The Traditional Yoga Association | The United Distributing Co (Coin Machines Sales) Ltd | The Workshop 
Technologies Limited | Thomas Automatics | Throckley Union Jack Club | Thunderkick Malta Limited | Tipp24 Services Ltd | Tombola (International) plc | Tonybet OU | Torbay Amusements | Tote Ireland Limited | Touch and Win Ltd | Towcester Racecourse Company Limited | Tradeplayer Ltd T/A PlayON |  
Trafalgar Leisure Ltd | Treatview Ltd | Triangle Amusements Ltd | Trio Leisure | True Amusements Ltd | TSG Global Wagering Solution, LLC (“GWS”) | Tvc Leisure | Tyche Tech Limited | Uk Piers Ltd | United Kingdom Independence Party Limited | Urmston Automatics Ltd | Valldata Services Ltd | Vallini Limited  
| Vbet Sports Limited | Victoria Club Ltd | Videoslots Ltd | Vintage Motorcycle Club Ltd | Vivaro Limited | V-Teck UK Limited | Vu Games Ltd | W Ball & Sons Amusements | Webmedia Development N.V. | Websons 8 Ltd | Welcome Break Ltd | Weller Racing Ltd | West Wales Amusements |  
Westminster Automatics Soltine Ltd | Wexel Gaming Ltd | WH Marshall Ltd | Whale Limited | Whitbread Plc | White Hat Gaming | White Leisure Ltd | Whitesides Amusements | Whittaker Bros Leisure Ltd | William Hill plc | William T Corbett (Course) Ltd | Wilson’s Amusements | Winchester  
Automatics Ltd | Winners Bingo Ltd | Winners Gaming Ltd | Winning Post | Witnall Automatics Ltd | Worldwide Cancer Research | Wortheasy Ltd T/A Royal Bingo | WP Underwood Ltd | Xterra Holdings Limited | Yggdrasil Gaming Limited | Zenastar Bet George | Zulko Gaming Limited  
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